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Summary

In 2008, we presented a paper titled “Estimating Refrigerant Release Quantities,” which recommended 
techniques for estimating the quantity of refrigerant released in incidents involving vapor only, low-
temperature liquid only, and high-temperature liquid that would include flash gas formation in the 
expansion to atmospheric pressure. In Appendix A of this paper, we provide a reprint of that 2008 
publication, including minor corrections. In this paper, we revisit the topic of estimating refrigerant 
release quantities using two past incidents to demonstrate the complexities that can arise in this 
process. Finally, we include a set of tables that provides estimates of refrigerant release rates for both 
vapor and flashing liquid flows over a range of pressures for increments of leak opening sizes.
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Introduction

For more than a decade, we have been involved in numerous investigations following 

uncontrolled refrigerant releases and many of those incident investigations required 

calculations or other analyses to support the development of refrigerant release 

estimates. Each incident has its own unique characteristics that require careful 

consideration in order to arrive at credible release estimates and, although what may 

seem simple, a number of factors can quickly complicate the process of estimating 

refrigerant release quantities.

In this paper, we provide two examples of recent incidents and the process of 

estimating the quantity of refrigerant released for each. The first example is a 

comparatively simple calculation involving a high pressure liquid leak. In liquid leak 

situations where there is flashing flow, ignoring the effects of the liquid undergoing 

a phase change as it moves from higher pressures within the system to ambient, can 

lead to substantial overestimation of the release quantity. The second example is a 

more difficult leak estimate associated with the failure of a suction stop valve due to 

hydraulic hammer. The portion of the refrigeration involved in this incident normally 

operates in a vacuum which complicated the release estimate. The examples included 

in this paper are intended to underscore the need for accurately determining the 

chain of events before, during, and after the incident as well as details of the system 

and leak area as inputs to the calculations. It is also important to consider and apply 

techniques that can bound the leak quantity estimates.

Example 1

The plunger assembly on a 0.5 in. (12.7 mm) solenoid valve located on a compressor 

liquid injection oil cooling line separated, resulting in a release of high-pressure 

liquid ammonia. Physical measurements of the opening on the plunger assembly 

following the incident indicated an equivalent diameter of 0.1875–0.25 in. (4.76-6.35 
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mm) and the liquid pressure at time of release was estimated at 150 psig (10.3 bar). 

The release was mitigated within 10 minutes.

Because the upstream liquid temperature is greater than the saturation temperature 

corresponding to ammonia at atmospheric pressure, a portion of the upstream liquid 

released will flash to a vapor as its pressure is reduced through the leak opening. 

We will use Eq. 10 (see Appendix A) to calculate the leak rate assuming the larger-

diameter opening, 0.25 in (6.35 mm):
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The required inputs for calculating the liquid mass flow rate using the properties 

of saturated liquid ammonia at the upstream condition of 150 psig (10.3 bar) are as 

follows:

Aleak  =   0.0003409 ft2

hfg  =  hg – hf = 638.7 – 144.9 = 493.8 Btu/lbm (enthalpy of vaporization at  

  the upstream condition)

vfg  =   vg – vf = 1.818 – 0.0269 = 1.791 ft3/lbm

T  =   544.3 R

cp,l  =   1.151 Btu/lbm-R

The mass flow rate of flashing flow through the 0.25 in. (6.35 mm) opening then 

becomes:
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For a 10-minute duration, the quantity of refrigerant released under a flashing flow 

scenario is 356 lbm [161 kg]. If the flashing flow was ignored and non-flashing or 

“frozen” flow assumed, Eq. 9 (see Appendix A) would apply:
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The estimated quantity of refrigerant released, assuming the discharge coefficient, 

CD=0.6, and the density of liquid at the upstream condition is rliquid = 37.2 lbm/ft3, 

would then become
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For a 10-minute duration, the quantity of refrigerant released under a non-flashing 

or frozen flow scenario is 882 lbm, (400 kg) or nearly 2.5 times the quantity released 

when flashing is taken into account.

Example 2

A normally-closed gas-powered suction stop valve on a low-temperature blast freezer 

coil catastrophically failed at the conclusion of the evaporator defrost cycle due to 

hydraulic hammer. The bottom-fed liquid/top-fed hot gas defrosted evaporator coil is 

one of a pair of refrigerant coils serving a mechanical blast freezing system. Each coil 

has 6 ft3 [0.17 m3] of internal volume and is configured with separate valve groups 

for liquid supply, hot gas, and suction. The individual suction lines from the two 

evaporators are connected to a common low-temperature return suction (LTRS) pipe 

for the plant. The LTRS nominally operates in a vacuum (9–11 in. Hg vacuum). The 

defrost relief regulator for the involved evaporator was set at 75 psig (5.2 bar) which 

corresponds to a saturation temperature of approximately 50°F (10°C). The release 
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estimate in this case was complicated by several factors, including the fact that the 

low-side of this system operates in a vacuum.

Within 3–4 minutes of the suction stop valve failure, plant personnel were able to 

shut down the liquid refrigerant pumps serving the units to help mitigate the release. 

With compressors in the machinery room continuing to run, ambient air was pulled 

into the opening created by the failed suction stop valve and non-condensable 

gases quickly accumulated on the high-side of the system until engineering controls 

eventually shut down on the plant on high head pressure. This happened relatively 

quickly—within approximately five minutes following the initial valve failure.

The release quantity is assumed to consist of (1) the accumulated defrost condensate 

in the coil and suction piping upstream of the failed suction stop valve, (2) refrigerant 

vapor produced from evaporation of liquid contacting warm evaporator surfaces 

during re-chill, (3) the mass of vapor occupying the coil during defrost, and (4) the 

mass of refrigerant contained with the affected low-temperature recirculated suction 

main to the point in the system where an isolation valve was closed to fully mitigate 

the release. Of course several assumptions correspond with these components of 

the anticipated refrigerant release, but this incident underscores the factors that 

complicate release calculations. In the sections that follow, calculation of the 

individual components that comprise the total release are illustrated.

Time: 0 min

The connected evaporator coil is bottom-fed liquid and top-fed hot gas configuration. 

Because of how this coil is piped, a portion of the top-fed hot gas likely condenses 

in the LTRS pipe that runs from the coil to the suction stop valve each time the 

unit defrosts. The hot gas condenses because the pipe’s temperature is below the 

saturation temperature for the hot gas being supplied. Any condensed liquid in this 

section increases the risk of failure due to hydraulic hammering because a liquid trap 
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was created between the evaporator coil and the suction stop valve as a result of the 

physical piping installation in this case.

The quantity of ammonia condensed is assumed to be that required to warm the 

mass of the LTRS piping from its initial operating temperature of -40°F [-40°C] to the 

saturation temperature corresponding to the setting of the defrost relief regulator, 75 

psig (5.2 bar). This pipe is a 4 in. schedule 40 pipe and its weight is 10.79 lbm per 

lineal ft. The heat capacity of the carbon steel pipe is estimated at 0.1 Btu/lbm-°F.  

The mass of this section of refrigerant piping is as follows:
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The heat associated with the raising the cold suction line from its operating 

temperature of -40°F (-40°C) to the saturation temperature corresponding with the 

setting of the defrost relief regulator, 50°F (10°C), is
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The high-side operating pressure of the system at the time of the incident was about 

165 psig (11.4 bar). The state of the refrigerant vapor being fed to this part of the 

process is assumed to be superheated vapor at a temperature of 150°F (66°C) and 

a pressure of 165 psig (11.4 bar), resulting in a corresponding vapor enthalpy of 682 

Btu/lbm. The state of the refrigerant condensate produced by heat exchange with the 

cold suction piping is assumed to be saturated liquid at the defrost relief regulator 

pressure of 75 psig ([5.2 bar). The enthalpy of the saturated liquid at 75 psig [5.2 

bar] is 106 Btu/lbm. The mass of high-pressure vapor condensed to a liquid in this 

heat exchange process becomes
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suction(stop(valve,(the(coil(itself(is(further(assumed(to(have(been(completely(filled(with(saturated(vapor(at(75(

psig((5.2(bar),(which(was(completely(lost(immediately(after(the(suction(stop(valve(failed.(The(density(of(

saturated(ammonia(at(75(psig(([5.2(bar)(is(0.3(lbm/ft3(and(the(mass(of(vapor(in(the(6(ft3(coil(is(

Yi,EML,hM$#,no = ρno ∙ phM$# = 0.3
lb2
ftq

∙ 6Xftq ≈ sXklm(

Time:)0–3)min)
Immediately(after(the(defrost(cycle(concludes,(a(3Gminute(reGchill(commences(where(the(liquid(feed(solenoid(

valve(opens(and(begins(feeding(lowGtemperature(liquid(at(G40°F((G40°C)(to(the(coil(to(reduce(its(temperature.(

During(this(process,(evaporation(of(the(cold(liquid(produces(refrigerant(vapor(as(the(mass(of(the(warm(coil(

following(defrost(gives(up(its(heat(to(the(cold(recirculated(liquid(supply.(The(first(check(here(is(to(estimate(the(

total(quantity(of(liquid(fed(to(the(coil(during(the(3Gminute(reGchill(period.(The(valve(installed(is(a(1(in.((25.4(

Time: 0–3 min

Immediately after the defrost cycle concludes, a 3-minute re-chill commences where 

the liquid feed solenoid valve opens and begins feeding low-temperature liquid at 

-40°F (-40°C) to the coil to reduce its temperature. During this process, evaporation 

of the cold liquid produces refrigerant vapor as the mass of the warm coil following 

defrost gives up its heat to the cold recirculated liquid supply. The first check here 

is to estimate the total quantity of liquid fed to the coil during the 3-minute re-chill 

period. The valve installed is a 1 in. (25.4 mm) Refrigerating Specialties hand-

expansion valve that was open two turns and the estimated pressure difference across 

the hand-expansion valve is 25 psig (1.7 bar). Using information available from the 

valve manufacturer, this hand-expansion valve will deliver 7 gpm of liquid flow when 

the liquid feed solenoid is open. After 3 minutes of liquid feed, a total of 21 gal (2.8 

ft3) of liquid is delivered into the coil. Because the coil is bottom-fed, liquid would 

not “overflow” to the suction line until after 45 gal of liquid was delivered, which 

would have required a continuous feed for more than 6 minutes.
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Although little to no liquid being fed to the coil was likely released due to the 

fast reaction of plant staff in shutting down the recirculator, a comparatively large 

volume of vapor would be released due to evaporation of the low-temperature liquid 

absorbing heat from the warm coil mass as its temperature is reduced from an 

initial condition of 50°F (10°C), to a final condition of -28°F (-33°C) (i.e. saturation 

temperature corresponding to atmospheric condition of 0 psig).

The mass of the carbon steel coil itself was 6,940 lbm. The energy transferred from 

the warm coil to the incoming refrigerant is
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(
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(

mm)(Refrigerating(Specialties(handGexpansion(valve(that(was(open(two(turns(and(the(estimated(pressure(

difference(across(the(handGexpansion(valve(is(25(psig((1.7(bar).(Using(information(available(from(the(valve(

manufacturer,(this(handGexpansion(valve(will(deliver(7(gpm(of(liquid(flow(when(the(liquid(feed(solenoid(is(

open.(After(3(minutes(of(liquid(feed,(a(total(of(21(gal((2.8(ft3)(of(liquid(is(delivered(into(the(coil.(Because(the(

coil(is(bottomGfed,(liquid(would(not(“overflow”(to(the(suction(line(until(after(45(gal(of(liquid(was(delivered,(

which(would(have(required(a(continuous(feed(for(more(than(6(minutes.(

Although(little(to(no(liquid(being(fed(to(the(coil(was(likely(released(due(to(the(fast(reaction(of(plant(staff(in(

shutting(down(the(recirculator,(a(comparatively(large(volume(of(vapor(would(be(released(due(to(evaporation(

of(the(lowGtemperature(liquid(absorbing(heat(from(the(warm(coil(mass(as(its(temperature(is(reduced(from(an(

initial(condition(of(50°F((10°C),(to(a(final(condition(of(G28°F((G33°C)((i.e.(saturation(temperature(corresponding(

to(atmospheric(condition(of(0(psig).(

The(mass(of(the(carbon(steel(coil(itself(was(6,940(lbm.(The(energy(transferred(from(the(warm(coil(to(the(

incoming(refrigerant(is(

bhM$#,E&##'MPO = YZ[[hM$# ∙ DhM$# ∙ C$O$d$,#,hM$# − C>$O,#,hM$# (

= 6,940Xlb ∙ 0.1
Btu

lb2 − F
∙ 50 − −28 F = 54,132XBtu(

The(change(in(refrigerant(enthalpy(during(this(process(is(the(enthalpy(of(saturated(vapor(at(0(psig((609.8(

Btu/lbm)(and(the(enthalpy(of(saturated(liquid(supplied(by(the(recirculator(at(G40°F((8.3(Btu/lbm).(The(mass(of(

vapor(generated(in(the(pulldown(process(becomes(

The change in refrigerant enthalpy during this process is the enthalpy of saturated 

vapor at 0 psig (609.8 Btu/lbm) and the enthalpy of saturated liquid supplied by the 

recirculator at -40°F (8.3 Btu/lbm). The mass of vapor generated in the pulldown 

process becomes
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(

Yi,EML,E&##'MPO =
bhM$#,E&##'MPO

ℎi,EML − ℎ#$%&$'
=

54,132XBtu

609.8 − 8.3
Btu
lbm

= tuXvwx(

Time:)3–5)min)
At(the(end(of(the(3Gminute(reGchill(period(and(the(2Gminute(fan(delay,(the(evaporator(fans(serving(the(unit(

connected(to(the(failed(suction(stop(valve(begin(to(operate(and(the(heat(absorbed(by(the(evaporator(from(

the(blast(freezer(will(cause(more(vapor(to(be(produced(by(evaporation.(An(estimate(of(this(coil’s(nominal(

rating(is(16,592(Btu/hrG°F((276.5(Btu/minG°F).(Because(of(the(breach(in(the(suction(stop(valve,(the(pressure(of(

the(coil(and(the(second(coil(in(operation(within(the(freezer(are(assumed(to(be(near(atmospheric.(The(

correspondingly(higher(saturation(temperature(results(in(a(reduced(temperature(difference((now(estimated(

at(8°F([4.4°C])(on(both(coils,(which(proportionally(reduces(their(capacity.(The(vapor(generated(by(“meeting(

the(freezer(load”(during(each(minute(of(operation(is(given(by(

bhM$# = Rating ∙ C| = 276.5
Btu

min − ℉
∙ 8℉ = 2,212X

Btu
min

(

!i,EML,hMM#$O? =
bhM$#

ℎi,EML − ℎ#$%&$'
=

2,212XBtu

609.8 − 8.3
Btu
lb~

= 3.68
lb~
min

XperXcoil(

The(quantity(of(vapor(lost(by(this(mechanism(is(attributable(to(two(factors.(First,(the(second(blast(freezer(coil(

was(operating(during(the(entire(5Gminute(period;(therefore,(likely(releasing(the(vapor(it(produces(through(the(

breached(valve(via(reverse(flow(through(the(common(connection(at(the(suction(main.(Second,(the(coil(

directly(connected(to(the(failed(suction(stop(valve(will(begin(producing(vapor(when(the(fans(start(after(the(2G

minute(fan(delay.(This(translates(into(1(minute(of(operation(prior(to(the(system(being(shutdown(on(high(head(

pressure.(The(total(quantity(lost(by(this(route(is(

Time: 3–5 min

At the end of the 3-minute re-chill period and the 2-minute fan delay, the evaporator 

fans serving the unit connected to the failed suction stop valve begin to operate and 

the heat absorbed by the evaporator from the blast freezer will cause more vapor 

to be produced by evaporation. An estimate of this coil’s nominal rating is 16,592 

Btu/hr-°F (276.5 Btu/min-°F). Because of the breach in the suction stop valve, the 

pressure of the coil and the second coil in operation within the freezer are assumed 
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to be near atmospheric. The correspondingly higher saturation temperature results 

in a reduced temperature difference (now estimated at 8°F [4.4°C]) on both coils, 

which proportionally reduces their capacity. The vapor generated by “meeting the 

freezer load” during each minute of operation is given by
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(

Yi,EML,E&##'MPO =
bhM$#,E&##'MPO

ℎi,EML − ℎ#$%&$'
=

54,132XBtu

609.8 − 8.3
Btu
lbm

= tuXvwx(

Time:)3–5)min)
At(the(end(of(the(3Gminute(reGchill(period(and(the(2Gminute(fan(delay,(the(evaporator(fans(serving(the(unit(

connected(to(the(failed(suction(stop(valve(begin(to(operate(and(the(heat(absorbed(by(the(evaporator(from(

the(blast(freezer(will(cause(more(vapor(to(be(produced(by(evaporation.(An(estimate(of(this(coil’s(nominal(

rating(is(16,592(Btu/hrG°F((276.5(Btu/minG°F).(Because(of(the(breach(in(the(suction(stop(valve,(the(pressure(of(

the(coil(and(the(second(coil(in(operation(within(the(freezer(are(assumed(to(be(near(atmospheric.(The(

correspondingly(higher(saturation(temperature(results(in(a(reduced(temperature(difference((now(estimated(

at(8°F([4.4°C])(on(both(coils,(which(proportionally(reduces(their(capacity.(The(vapor(generated(by(“meeting(

the(freezer(load”(during(each(minute(of(operation(is(given(by(

bhM$# = Rating ∙ C| = 276.5
Btu

min − ℉
∙ 8℉ = 2,212X

Btu
min

(

!i,EML,hMM#$O? =
bhM$#

ℎi,EML − ℎ#$%&$'
=

2,212XBtu

609.8 − 8.3
Btu
lb~

= 3.68
lb~
min

XperXcoil(

The(quantity(of(vapor(lost(by(this(mechanism(is(attributable(to(two(factors.(First,(the(second(blast(freezer(coil(

was(operating(during(the(entire(5Gminute(period;(therefore,(likely(releasing(the(vapor(it(produces(through(the(

breached(valve(via(reverse(flow(through(the(common(connection(at(the(suction(main.(Second,(the(coil(

directly(connected(to(the(failed(suction(stop(valve(will(begin(producing(vapor(when(the(fans(start(after(the(2G

minute(fan(delay.(This(translates(into(1(minute(of(operation(prior(to(the(system(being(shutdown(on(high(head(

pressure.(The(total(quantity(lost(by(this(route(is(

The quantity of vapor lost by this mechanism is attributable to two factors. First, the 

second blast freezer coil was operating during the entire 5-minute period; therefore, 

likely releasing the vapor it produces through the breached valve via reverse flow 

through the common connection at the suction main. Second, the coil directly 

connected to the failed suction stop valve will begin producing vapor when the fans 

start after the 2-minute fan delay. This translates into 1 minute of operation prior to 

the system being shutdown on high head pressure. The total quantity lost by this 

route is
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(

Yi,EML,hM$#- = 3.68
lb2
min

∙ 5Xmin + 3.68
lb2
min

∙ 1Xmin = ssXklm(

LTRS)Mains)
Plant(personnel(noted(that(visible(ammonia(continued(to(escape(from(the(breached(valve(for(a(brief(time(

after(the(upstream((coilGside)(globe(valve(was(closed.(This(suggests(that(some(ammonia(in(the(LTRS(on(the(

“system(side”(was(escaping(even(though(air(was(principally(being(drawn(into(the(system,(ultimately(causing(

its(shutdown.(The(quantity(of(ammonia(resident(in(the(connected(pipes(downstream(of(the(breached(valve(

but(upstream(of(the(LTRS(shutoff(valve(that(finally(mitigated(the(leak(was(estimated(using(the(IRC’s(charge(

calculator(for(twoGphase(suction(piping.(This(segment(of(piping(included(40(ft((12(m)(of(8(in.((203(mm)(

schedule(40(pipe(plus(an(additional(35(ft((11(m)(of(12(in.((305(mm)(schedule(40(pipe.(Assuming(the(loads(

being(served(are(at(a(liquid(overfeed(rate(of(3:1,(the(inventory(contained(within(the(LTRS(piping(is(7(lbm.(

Thus(the(total(quantity(lost(is((

YdMd,# = YhMO')O-)'X#$%&$' + Yi,EML,hM$#,no + Yi,EML,E&##'MPO + Yi,EML,hM$#- + Y\]^_X~,$O-(

= 6Xlb2 + 2XXlb2 + 90Xlb2 + 22Xlb2 + 7Xlb2 = ÖsÜXklm(

(

Summary(Tables(
Frequently,(the(need(arises(to(quickly(estimate(refrigerant(release(quantities.((To(facilitate(in(that(effort,(we(

have(generated(a(table(that(provides(estimates(of(ammonia(mass(flow(rates(for(both(vapor(and(flashing(

liquid(releases(through(openings(of(various(sizes(for(a(range(of(pressures.((In(nearly(all(cases(for(the(vapor(

releases(when(the(pressure(is(greater(than(30(psig([2(bar],(the(flow(is(choked.((For(the(opening(sizes(that(

reference(various(pipe(size/schedule,(the(assumption(is(that(the(pipe(segment(is(short.((When(liquid(leaks(

LTRS Mains

Plant personnel noted that visible ammonia continued to escape from the breached 

valve for a brief time after the upstream (coil-side) globe valve was closed. This 

suggests that some ammonia in the LTRS on the “system side” was escaping even 

though air was principally being drawn into the system, ultimately causing its 

shutdown. The quantity of ammonia resident in the connected pipes downstream of 

the breached valve but upstream of the LTRS shutoff valve that finally mitigated the 
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leak was estimated using the IRC’s charge calculator for two-phase suction piping. 

This segment of piping included 40 ft (12 m) of 8 in. (203 mm) schedule 40 pipe plus 

an additional 35 ft (11 m) of 12 in. (305 mm) schedule 40 pipe. Assuming the loads 

being served are at a liquid overfeed rate of 3:1, the inventory contained within the 

LTRS piping is 7 lbm.

Thus the total quantity lost is
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lb2
min
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∙ 1Xmin = ssXklm(

LTRS)Mains)
Plant(personnel(noted(that(visible(ammonia(continued(to(escape(from(the(breached(valve(for(a(brief(time(

after(the(upstream((coilGside)(globe(valve(was(closed.(This(suggests(that(some(ammonia(in(the(LTRS(on(the(

“system(side”(was(escaping(even(though(air(was(principally(being(drawn(into(the(system,(ultimately(causing(

its(shutdown.(The(quantity(of(ammonia(resident(in(the(connected(pipes(downstream(of(the(breached(valve(

but(upstream(of(the(LTRS(shutoff(valve(that(finally(mitigated(the(leak(was(estimated(using(the(IRC’s(charge(

calculator(for(twoGphase(suction(piping.(This(segment(of(piping(included(40(ft((12(m)(of(8(in.((203(mm)(

schedule(40(pipe(plus(an(additional(35(ft((11(m)(of(12(in.((305(mm)(schedule(40(pipe.(Assuming(the(loads(

being(served(are(at(a(liquid(overfeed(rate(of(3:1,(the(inventory(contained(within(the(LTRS(piping(is(7(lbm.(

Thus(the(total(quantity(lost(is((

YdMd,# = YhMO')O-)'X#$%&$' + Yi,EML,hM$#,no + Yi,EML,E&##'MPO + Yi,EML,hM$#- + Y\]^_X~,$O-(

= 6Xlb2 + 2XXlb2 + 90Xlb2 + 22Xlb2 + 7Xlb2 = ÖsÜXklm(

(

Summary(Tables(
Frequently,(the(need(arises(to(quickly(estimate(refrigerant(release(quantities.((To(facilitate(in(that(effort,(we(

have(generated(a(table(that(provides(estimates(of(ammonia(mass(flow(rates(for(both(vapor(and(flashing(

liquid(releases(through(openings(of(various(sizes(for(a(range(of(pressures.((In(nearly(all(cases(for(the(vapor(

releases(when(the(pressure(is(greater(than(30(psig([2(bar],(the(flow(is(choked.((For(the(opening(sizes(that(

reference(various(pipe(size/schedule,(the(assumption(is(that(the(pipe(segment(is(short.((When(liquid(leaks(

Summary Tables

Frequently, the need arises to quickly estimate refrigerant release quantities. To 

facilitate in that effort, we have generated a table that provides estimates of ammonia 

mass flow rates for both vapor and flashing liquid releases through openings of 

various sizes for a range of pressures. In nearly all cases for the vapor releases when 

the pressure is greater than 30 psig [2 bar], the flow is choked. For the opening sizes 

that reference various pipe size/schedule, the assumption is that the pipe segment 

is short. When liquid leaks occur in longer pipe runs, the drop in pressure through 

the pipe creates flash gas which further restricts flow. The table below should not be 

used to estimate release rates in this situation. Additional refrigerant release rates are 

provided in the plots at the end of Appendix A.
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Conclusions

Calculating the quantity of refrigerant released following an incident can quickly 

become complicated, depending on where the leak occurred, the chain of 

events following the breach up until the incident was mitigated, and the scraps 

of information available from those involved. Two examples illustrate both a 

comparatively simple liquid leak calculation and a more difficult leak estimate 

following the failure of a suction stop valve due to hydraulic hammer. In liquid 

leak situations where flashing flow occurs, ignoring the choking effects due to the 

phase change as it leaks from higher pressures to ambient can lead to substantial 

overestimation of the release quantity.
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O
pening'Size'

Pressure'
Saturation'Tem

p'
Vapor'Flow

'
Flashing'Liquid'Flow

'

in'[m
m

]'
psig'

Bar'
°F'

°C#
lb

m /m
in'

kg/m
in#

lb
m /m

in'
kg/m

in#

0.125”([3.18](

10(
0.7(

A8.4(
!22.4%

0.3(
0.1%

1.9(
0.9%

25(
1.7(

11.3(
!11.5%

0.5(
0.2%

2.8(
1.3%

50(
3.4(

33.8(
1.0%

0.6(
0.3%

4.2(
1.9%

75(
5.2(

50.3(
10.1%

0.7(
0.3%

5.5(
2.5%

100(
6.9(

63.5(
17.5%

0.8(
0.4%

6.7(
3.0%

125(
8.6(

74.6(
23.7%

0.9(
0.4%

7.8(
3.6%

150(
10.3(

84.3(
29.1%

1.0(
0.5%

8.9(
4.0%

175(
12.1(

93.0(
33.9%

1.1(
0.5%

10.0(
4.5%

200(
13.8(

100.8(
38.2%

1.2(
0.5%

11.0(
5.0%
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((2((

O
pening'Size'

Pressure'
Saturation'Tem

p'
Vapor'Flow

'
Flashing'Liquid'Flow

'

in'[m
m

]'
psig'

Bar'
°F'

°C#
lb

m /m
in'

kg/m
in#

lb
m /m

in'
kg/m

in#

250(
17.2(

114.6(
45.9%

1.3(
0.6%

13.2(
6.0%

300(
20.7(

126.5(
52.5%

1.4(
0.6%

15.3(
6.9%

0.25”([6.35](

10(
0.7(

A8.4(
!22.4%

1.1(
0.5%

7.6(
3.5%

25(
1.7(

11.3(
!11.5%

1.9(
0.9%

11.3(
5.1%

50(
3.4(

33.8(
1.0%

2.5(
1.1%

16.9(
7.7%

75(
5.2(

50.3(
10.1%

3.0(
1.3%

22.0(
10.0%

100(
6.9(

63.5(
17.5%

3.3(
1.5%

26.8(
12.1%

125(
8.6(

74.6(
23.7%

3.7(
1.7%

31.3(
14.2%

150(
10.3(

84.3(
29.1%

4.0(
1.8%

35.7(
16.2%
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O
pening'Size'

Pressure'
Saturation'Tem

p'
Vapor'Flow

'
Flashing'Liquid'Flow

'

in'[m
m

]'
psig'

Bar'
°F'

°C#
lb

m /m
in'

kg/m
in#

lb
m /m

in'
kg/m

in#

175(
12.1(

93.0(
33.9%

4.3(
2.0%

39.8(
18.1%

200(
13.8(

100.8(
38.2%

4.6(
2.1%

43.9(
19.9%

250(
17.2(

114.6(
45.9%

5.2(
2.3%

52.6(
23.9%

300(
20.7(

126.5(
52.5%

5.7(
2.6%

61.2(
27.8%

1/2”(sch(80(pipe((

0.546”([13.9](

10(
0.7(

A8.4(
!22.4%

5.3(
2.4%

36.4(
16.5%

25(
1.7(

11.3(
!11.5%

9.1(
4.1%

54.0(
24.5%

50(
3.4(

33.8(
1.0%

12.1(
5.5%

80.5(
36.5%

75(
5.2(

50.3(
10.1%

14.1(
6.4%

105(
47.6%

100(
6.9(

63.5(
17.5%

16.0(
7.2%

128(
57.9%
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O
pening'Size'

Pressure'
Saturation'Tem

p'
Vapor'Flow

'
Flashing'Liquid'Flow

'

in'[m
m

]'
psig'

Bar'
°F'

°C#
lb

m /m
in'

kg/m
in#

lb
m /m

in'
kg/m

in#

125(
8.6(

74.6(
23.7%

17.6(
8.0%

149(
67.8%

150(
10.3(

84.3(
29.1%

19.2(
8.7%

170(
77.1%

175(
12.1(

93.0(
33.9%

20.6(
9.3%

190(
86.2%

200(
13.8(

100.8(
38.2%

22.0(
10.0%

209(
94.9%

250(
17.2(

114.6(
45.9%

24.6(
11.1%

251(
114%

300(
20.7(

126.5(
52.5%

27.0(
12.3%

292(
132%

3/4”(sch(80(pipe((

0.742”([18.8](

10(
0.7(

A8.4(
!22.4%

9.8(
4.4%

67.3(
30.5%

25(
1.7(

11.3(
!11.5%

16.8(
7.6%

99.7(
45.2%

50(
3.4(

33.8(
1.0%

22.3(
10.1%

149(
67.4%
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O
pening'Size'

Pressure'
Saturation'Tem

p'
Vapor'Flow

'
Flashing'Liquid'Flow

'

in'[m
m

]'
psig'

Bar'
°F'

°C#
lb

m /m
in'

kg/m
in#

lb
m /m

in'
kg/m

in#

75(
5.2(

50.3(
10.1%

26.1(
11.8%

194(
87.9%

100(
6.9(

63.5(
17.5%

29.5(
13.4%

236(
107%

125(
8.6(

74.6(
23.7%

32.5(
14.8%

276(
125%

150(
10.3(

84.3(
29.1%

35.4(
16.0%

314(
143%

175(
12.1(

93.0(
33.9%

38.0(
17.3%

351(
159%

200(
13.8(

100.8(
38.2%

40.6(
18.4%

387(
175%

250(
17.2(

114.6(
45.9%

45.4(
20.6%

464(
210%

300(
20.7(

126.5(
52.5%

49.9(
22.6%

539(
245%

1”(sch(80(pipe(
10(

0.7(
A8.4(

!22.4%
16.3(

7.4%
112(

50.8%
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O
pening'Size'

Pressure'
Saturation'Tem

p'
Vapor'Flow

'
Flashing'Liquid'Flow

'

in'[m
m

]'
psig'

Bar'
°F'

°C#
lb

m /m
in'

kg/m
in#

lb
m /m

in'
kg/m

in#

0.957”([24.3](
25(

1.7(
11.3(

!11.5%
27.9(

12.6%
166(

75.2%

50(
3.4(

33.8(
1.0%

37.0(
16.8%

247(
112%

75(
5.2(

50.3(
10.1%

43.4(
19.7%

322(
146%

100(
6.9(

63.5(
17.5%

49.0(
22.2%

392(
178%

125(
8.6(

74.6(
23.7%

54.1(
24.6%

459(
208%

150(
10.3(

84.3(
29.1%

58.8(
26.7%

523(
237%

175(
12.1(

93.0(
33.9%

63.3(
28.7%

584(
2657%

200(
13.8(

100.8(
38.2%

67.5(
30.6%

643(
292%

250(
17.2(

114.6(
45.9%

75.5(
34.2%

771(
350%
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O
pening'Size'

Pressure'
Saturation'Tem

p'
Vapor'Flow

'
Flashing'Liquid'Flow

'

in'[m
m

]'
psig'

Bar'
°F'

°C#
lb

m /m
in'

kg/m
in#

lb
m /m

in'
kg/m

in#

300(
20.7(

126.5(
52.5%

83.0(
37.7%

897(
407%

1A1/4”(sch(80(pipe(

1.278”([24.3](

10(
0.7(

A8.4(
!22.4%

29.0(
13.2%

200(
90.5%

25(
1.7(

11.3(
!11.5%

49.7(
22.5%

296(
134%

50(
3.4(

33.8(
1.0%

66.0(
30.0%

441(
200%

75(
5.2(

50.3(
10.1%

77.4(
35.1%

575(
261%

100(
6.9(

63.5(
17.5%

87.4(
39.7%

700(
317%

125(
8.6(

74.6(
23.7%

96.5(
43.8%

819(
371%

150(
10.3(

84.3(
29.1%

105(
47.6%

932(
423%

175(
12.1(

93.0(
33.9%

113(
51.2%

1041(
472%
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O
pening'Size'

Pressure'
Saturation'Tem

p'
Vapor'Flow

'
Flashing'Liquid'Flow

'

in'[m
m

]'
psig'

Bar'
°F'

°C#
lb

m /m
in'

kg/m
in#

lb
m /m

in'
kg/m

in#

200(
13.8(

100.8(
38.2%

120(
54.6%

1147(
520%

250(
17.2(

114.6(
45.9%

135(
61.1%

1376(
624%

300(
20.7(

126.5(
52.5%

148(
67.2%

1599(
725%

1A1/2”(sch(80(pipe(

1.500”([24.3]((

10(
0.7(

A8.4(
!22.4%

40.0(
18.1%

275(
125%

25(
1.7(

11.3(
!11.5%

68.5(
31.1%

407(
185%

50(
3.4(

33.8(
1.0%

91.0(
41.3%

608(
276%

75(
5.2(

50.3(
10.1%

107(
48.4%

792(
359%

100(
6.9(

63.5(
17.5%

121(
54.6%

964(
437%

125(
8.6(

74.6(
23.7%

133(
60.3%

1128(
511%
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O
pening'Size'

Pressure'
Saturation'Tem

p'
Vapor'Flow

'
Flashing'Liquid'Flow

'

in'[m
m

]'
psig'

Bar'
°F'

°C#
lb

m /m
in'

kg/m
in#

lb
m /m

in'
kg/m

in#

150(
10.3(

84.3(
29.1%

145(
65.6%

1284(
582%

175(
12.1(

93.0(
33.9%

156(
70.5%

1434(
650%

200(
13.8(

100.8(
38.2%

166(
75.2%

1580(
716%

250(
17.2(

114.6(
45.9%

186(
84.1%

1895(
860%

300(
20.7(

126.5(
52.5%

204(
92.5%

2203(
999%

2”(sch(40(pipe(

2.067”([24.3](

10(
0.7(

A8.4(
!22.4%

76.0(
34.5%

522(
237%

25(
1.7(

11.3(
!11.5%

130(
59.0%

774(
351%

50(
3.4(

33.8(
1.0%

173(
78.4%

1154(
523%

75(
5.2(

50.3(
10.1%

203(
91.9%

1503(
682%
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(

O
pening'Size'

Pressure'
Saturation'Tem

p'
Vapor'Flow

'
Flashing'Liquid'Flow

'

in'[m
m

]'
psig'

Bar'
°F'

°C#
lb

m /m
in'

kg/m
in#

lb
m /m

in'
kg/m

in#

100(
6.9(

63.5(
17.5%

229(
103.8%

1831(
830%

125(
8.6(

74.6(
23.7%

253(
114.5%

2141(
971%

150(
10.3(

84.3(
29.1%

275(
124.5%

2438(
1106%

175(
12.1(

93.0(
33.9%

295(
133.9%

2722(
1235%

200(
13.8(

100.8(
38.2%

315(
142.9%

2999(
1360%

250(
17.2(

114.6(
45.9%

352(
159.8%

3598(
1632%

300(
20.7(

126.5(
52.5%

388(
175.7%

4183(
1897%
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Appendix A. Estimating Refrigerant Releases (reprinted from Reindl  
 and Jekel 2008)

Executive Summary

End-users continue to make strides toward increasing refrigeration system safety. 

Programs such as OSHA’s Process Safety Management (PSM) standard and EPA’s 

Risk Management Program (RMP) have provided a framework for end-users to drive 

continuous improvement in plant refrigeration system safety. Nevertheless, incidents 

and accidents involving the unintended and uncontrolled loss of refrigerant from 

pressure-containing parts of a system can and do occur.

In this paper, we review techniques suitable for use in estimating the quantity of 

refrigerant lost as a result of a leak. First principles models are presented for vapor-

only, liquid-only, and flashing liquid leak scenarios. Qualitative indications as to 

what constitutes a reportable quantity of ammonia lost during an incident are also 

provided. The paper concludes with several examples of leak quantity estimates for 

various leak scenarios.

Background

Occasionally, plants have incidents that result in the unintended release of anhydrous 

ammonia from their industrial refrigeration systems. When a release does occur, a 

need usually exists to estimate the quantity of refrigerant lost from the system. This 

need to estimate the quantity of refrigerant loss ranges from regulatory reporting 

requirements to determining whether or not additional refrigerant should be 

purchased. In this section, we discuss some of the U.S. regulatory frameworks that 

underpin the need for leak estimates, provide comparative information on reportable 

release quantities, and present a review of the literature as it relates to leak quantity 

estimation.
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Regulatory Requirements

In 1986, the United States enacted the Emergency Planning and Community Right-

to-Know Act (EPCRA), establishing requirements for federal, state, and local 

governments for reporting of hazardous and toxic chemicals with the overarching 

intent of improving chemical safety and protecting the health of the public and the 

environment. The regulation requires any facility using or storing more than the 

threshold quantity of a chemical (500 lbm [227 kg] for ammonia) on site to notify 

its Local Emergency Planning Commission (LEPC) and State Emergency Response 

Commission (SERC) within 60 days of its first use or storage. In addition, these 

facilities must immediately notify the LEPC and the SERC if a release occurs that is 

equal to or greater than the reportable quantity of the hazardous substance (100 lbm 

[45 kg] for ammonia).

Also in 1986, the United States amended the Comprehensive Environmental 

Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) with the intent of better 

managing hazardous materials—including hazardous waste streams. Among 

other provisions, CERCLA requires that facilities accidentally releasing quantities 

of hazardous substances in excess of the reportable amount notify the National 

Response Center (NRC) immediately. The NRC is a Coast Guard–operated single 

point of contact for reporting incidents involving hazardous materials. Because the 

NRC does not notify the LEPC or the SERC, the end-user must separately notify these 

bodies. Finally, other state, county, and local jurisdictional reporting requirements are 

likely to apply in situations of accidental releases of hazardous chemicals.

These and other regulations require end-users of industrial ammonia refrigeration 

systems to make quick determinations as to whether an accidental release of 

ammonia is likely to exceed 100 lbm (45 kg) prior to initiating the aforementioned 

notifications. In addition, end-users will have to develop a more refined estimate 

of the total quantity lost following successful mitigation. In this paper, we review 

the literature seeking methods suitable for release quantity estimation, we present 
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basic methods to help aid in quickly determining if a release is likely to exceed the 

reportable quantity, and we provide the technical basis for more formal release 

quantity calculation.

Literature Review

Much of the literature in the area of leak rate estimates has grown out of research 

in the nuclear industry where safety concerns high-pressure and high-temperature 

water escaping through breaks or cracks in piping and equipment. John et al. (1988) 

investigated the two-phase mass flow rate through cracks in walls of nuclear or 

chemical plant equipment under “leak-before-break” incident scenarios. The authors 

of this paper compare the predictive performance of four separate models with 

experimental data using subcooled water up to 15 MPa (2,175 psig) in rectangular 

slit leak area openings ranging from 20–51.2 mm2 (0.03–0.08 in.2). The authors 

modified a previously published homogeneous equilibrium model to include friction 

coefficient, which improved leak estimates to within 20%.

Fauske (1985) provides guidelines for estimating mass flux rates for subcooled and 

saturated volatile liquids under non-equilibrium and equilibrium conditions for 

accidental breaks in vessels or piping and relief devices. Fauske compares the model 

results with data for water, R-11, and R-12 refrigerants. Because the Fauske model 

for flashing flow compares well with measured data and is somewhat simple, we 

recommend its use in this paper for release estimation in ammonia refrigeration 

applications.

Friedel and Westphal (1990) review several models for estimating leaks rates through 

small slit-shaped cracks. The authors emphasize the volume of literature that 

investigate single and two-phase flow through leaks with water/air and water/steam, 

but point out that extension of these models to other chemical systems is problematic 

due to fluid property differences. The models reviewed are more complex than the 

Fauske model without an appreciable increase in accuracy.
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Richards (1995) provides guidelines for estimating ammonia releases based on 

equations included in the 1993 edition of the Dow Chemical Co. “Chemical Exposure 

Index Guide.” The refrigerant release estimates using this approach tend to over-

predict the quantity lost in saturated liquid leaks because effects of choking are 

ignored. Richards also presents a simplified approach for estimating the release 

quantity through a pressure relief device based on its capacity, set pressure, and 

blowdown.

In 1999, EPA published a guidance document on off-site consequence analysis for 

owners with covered processes. Although primarily focused on the atmospheric 

dispersion of chemicals following a release, it does include some information on leak 

rate estimation. The technical source for the release rate estimating methods in the 

EPA document originated in the Handbook of Chemical Hazard Analysis Procedures, 

FEMA (1987). Within this document, estimates for gas leak rates (choked and non-

choked) are presented, but unlike the approach proposed here, they do not take into 

account dynamic losses through upstream components or the leak opening. Flashing 

liquid flow rate estimates in the EPA/FEMA document are based on Fauske (1985).

With the possible exception of the EPA guidance document on off-site consequence 

analysis, none of these papers provide a comprehensive look at refrigerant release 

estimates using models that are both user-approachable and reasonably accurate. 

This paper aims to provide basic guidance to allow end-users to assess a given 

situation quickly to determine the likelihood that a specific incident will exceed the 

reportable quantity threshold. In addition, we present models that are suitable for 

estimating the release rates of vapor, saturated liquid, and subcooled liquid ammonia.

Reportable Quantity: How Much Is 100 lbm (45 kg) of Ammonia?

Any accidental release of ammonia that is anticipated to exceed 100 lbm (45 kg) 

requires immediate notification to the appropriate regulatory agencies as previously 

discussed. One difficulty plant personnel have is recognizing what constitutes a 
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100 lbm (45 kg) release. To overcome this difficulty, we begin by reviewing the 

basic properties of ammonia in liquid and vapor states followed by some basic 

comparisons to enable personnel to gauge the extent of a release and more 

confidently judge whether an incident involves a reportable quantity.

When pressurized liquid ammonia is released from a system, a mixture of liquid 

and flash gas will result whenever the temperature of the upstream liquid is warmer 

than the saturation temperature corresponding to the local atmospheric pressure, 

-28°F (-33°C) at sea level. If the temperature of the upstream liquid is colder than the 

saturation temperature for the local atmospheric pressure, no flash vapor is formed 

and the refrigerant will remain in its liquid state as it flows through the leak opening, 

entering the atmosphere until it has absorbed enough heat from the surroundings 

to raise its temperature to saturation. Additional heat gain will cause the liquid 

ammonia to evaporate at a rate based on the heat input.

At a temperature of -28°F (-33°C), the density of saturated liquid ammonia is 42.7 

lbm/ft3 (16.0 kg/m3), which means that a loss greater than 2.3 ft3 (0.067 m3) or 17.6 

gallons (66.5 L) would exceed the reportable quantity of 100 lbm (45 kg). When the 

upstream liquid refrigerant is at a temperature above saturation, a portion of the 

upstream liquid will flash to a vapor as it cools to -28°F (-33°C) upon entering the 

atmosphere. The fraction of refrigerant liquid flashing to a vapor will increase as the 

temperature of the upstream liquid increases. If the upstream liquid is saturated at 

95°F (35°C), 23wt% will flash to a vapor while cooling to -28°F (-33°C). This means 

that by the time a total of 17.6 gallons (66.5 L) of visible liquid has accumulated 

outside the system, approximately 130 lbm (59 kg) of refrigerant has actually been 

released. Of the 130 lbm (59 kg) released, 30 lbm (14 kg) is in a vapor state and the 

remaining 100 lbm (45 kg) is in a liquid state.

The volume of vapor that equates to 100 lbm (45 kg) of refrigerant mass will depend 

on the specific volume of the refrigerant vapor. At atmospheric conditions, the 
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pressure of the ammonia vapor is fixed; however, the specific volume of ammonia 

vapor is very temperature dependent as shown in Figure 1.

With a specific volume of ammonia at 18 ft3/ lbm (1.125 m3/kg), a vapor release of 

pure ammonia would occupy 1,800 ft3 (51 m3). As the ammonia vapor is diluted 

by mixing with ambient air, the volume requirement to reach 100 lbm (45 kg) of 

refrigerant mass grows substantially as the last example in the next section will show. 

Figure 1 also demonstrates that the specific volume of ammonia vapor increases by 

more than 15% when warming from -28°F (-33°C) to 40°F (4°C). This increase in 

specific volume is particularly important when attempting to relate concentration 

readings (volumetric) in enclosed spaces to the mass of ammonia in a vapor state.

Because the density (reciprocal of the specific volume) of ammonia in a liquid state is 

significantly greater than the vapor state, releases that involve liquid ammonia more 

rapidly approach the reportable quantity when compared with vapor releases. Table 

1 provides comparative measures of liquid and vapor releases that reach the 100 lbm 

(45 kg) reportable quantity.
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Presented(at(the(2008(IIAR(Conference( ( March(2008(

(

16(

than(15%(when(warming(from(828°F((833°C)(to(40°F((4°C).(This(increase(in(specific(volume(is(particularly(

important(when(attempting(to(relate(concentration(readings((volumetric)(in(enclosed(spaces(to(the(mass(of(

ammonia(in(a(vapor(state.((

Because(the(density((reciprocal(of(the(specific(volume)(of(ammonia(in(a(liquid(state(is(significantly(greater(

than(the(vapor(state,(releases(that(involve(liquid(ammonia(more(rapidly(approach(the(reportable(quantity(

when(compared(with(vapor(releases.(Table(1(provides(comparative(measures(of(liquid(and(vapor(releases(

that(reach(the(100(lbm((45(kg)(reportable(quantity.((

Table(1.(Comparisons(of(liquid(and(vapor(quantities(totaling(100(lb((45(kg).(

Refrigerant(State(
Equivalent(NH3(

Volume(
Comparative(Measure( Comments(

Saturated(liquid(at((

828°F((833°C)(

17.6(gal(

(66.5(L)(

A(208gallon((76(L)(fish(aquarium(

about(90%(full(
(

Liquid(puddle(0.5(in.((1.27(cm)(

deep(and(8.5(ft((2.6(m)(in(diameter(
(

Vapor(at((

828°F((833°C)((

1,800(ft3(

(51(m3)(

A(90(ft2((8.4(m2)(room(with(20(ft(

(6.1(m)(ceiling(at(a(concentration(

of(1,000,000(ppm(

Pure(ammonia(vapor(
Presented(at(the(2008(IIAR(Conference( ( March(2008(

(

17(

A(301,000(ft2((27,964(m2)(room(

with(20(ft((6.1(m)(ceiling(at(a(

concentration(of(300(ppm(

Diluted(ammonia(with(a(

room(concentration(

equal(to(the(IDLH1(

(

In(considering(the(aforementioned(comparative(liquid(measures,(several(additional(considerations(need(to(be(

kept(in(mind.(Accumulating(17.6(gallons((66.5(L)(of(liquid(ammonia(outside(of(a(refrigeration(system(will(

result(in(a(refrigerant(loss(in(excess(of(100(lbm((45(kg)(when(the(temperature(of(the(upstream(liquid(is(warmer(

than(828°F((833°C).(This(is(due(to(a(portion(of(the(upstream(liquid(flashing(to(vapor(as(a(result(of(the(decrease(

in(pressure(from(the(upstream(to(the(downstream(condition.(Furthermore,(the(hygroscopic(nature(of(

anhydrous(ammonia(leads(to(a(dilution(of(the(liquid(ammonia(with(water(from(either(the(atmosphere(or(

another(source(of(water(near(the(leak.(Because(the(ammonia(will(preferentially(evaporate(before(water,(the(

concentration(of(ammonia(in(a(pool(of(liquid(will(tend(to(dilute(over(time.(

Release)Estimate)Methods)
Following(the(successful(mitigation(of(an(ammonia(release,(refinement(of(any(rough(estimate(of(the(quantity(

lost(during(the(incident(is(in(order.(A(refined(estimate(is(needed(for(multiple(reasons,(including(written(

response(as(a(follow8up(to(the(LEPC(and(the(SERC,(inclusion(in(the(incident(investigation(report,(58year(

accident(history(update(and(the(corresponding(RMP(resubmittals,(and(other(local(jurisdictional(requirements.(

In(this(section,(we(present(techniques(for(estimating(refrigerant(release(rates(as(vapor8only,(liquid8only,(and(

flashing(flow(scenarios.(All(too(often,(sufficient(details(on(the(specific(conditions(during(the(incident(are(not(

known(or(unavailable,(making(release(quantity(estimating(quite(difficult(and(error(prone.(The(following(are(

details(that(are(particularly(important(in(refining(a(release(quantity(estimate:(

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( (((((((((((((((((((( (

1(IDLH(is(the(concentration(that(is(immediately(dangerous(to(life(and(health.((For(ammonia,(the(IDLH(=(300(ppm.(

Table 1. Comparisons of liquid and vapor quantities totaling 100 lb (45 kg).

In considering the aforementioned comparative liquid measures, several additional 

considerations need to be kept in mind. Accumulating 17.6 gallons (66.5 L) of liquid 

ammonia outside of a refrigeration system will result in a refrigerant loss in excess 

of 100 lbm (45 kg) when the temperature of the upstream liquid is warmer than 

-28°F (-33°C). This is due to a portion of the upstream liquid flashing to vapor as a 

result of the decrease in pressure from the upstream to the downstream condition. 

Furthermore, the hygroscopic nature of anhydrous ammonia leads to a dilution of the 

liquid ammonia with water from either the atmosphere or another source of water 
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near the leak. Because the ammonia will preferentially evaporate before water, the 

concentration of ammonia in a pool of liquid will tend to dilute over time.

Release Estimate Methods

Following the successful mitigation of an ammonia release, refinement of any rough 

estimate of the quantity lost during the incident is in order. A refined estimate is 

needed for multiple reasons, including written response as a follow-up to the LEPC 

and the SERC, inclusion in the incident investigation report, 5-year accident history 

update and the corresponding RMP resubmittals, and other local jurisdictional 

requirements. In this section, we present techniques for estimating refrigerant release 

rates as vapor-only, liquid-only, and flashing flow scenarios. All too often, sufficient 

details on the specific conditions during the incident are not known or unavailable, 

making release quantity estimating quite difficult and error prone. The following are 

details that are particularly important in refining a release quantity estimate:

• Time incident began;

• Location of refrigerant release;

• State of the refrigerant upstream of the leak site (vapor, liquid, two-phase);

• Geometry of the leak site (size of opening, shape of opening, physical 

characteristics of the opening);

• Pressure of the refrigerant upstream of leak location;

• Temperature of the refrigerant upstream of the leak location;

• Behavior of the leak: intermittent, steady, decreasing rate, increasing rate, etc.;

• Room concentrations; and

• Leak duration. 

This information can then be used as input to the following methods to estimate the 

leak rate. The product of the leak rate and leak duration provides an estimate of the 

total quantity of refrigerant lost.
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Vapor-Only Leaks

Refrigerant vapor leaks can occur on the discharge gas side of compressors (booster 

or high-stage) and on high-stage dry suction lines operating above atmospheric 

pressure. Keeping in mind that releases from hot gas defrost piping are often vapor 

only but could also include some quantity of condensed liquid is important.

In estimating flow rates of vapor state refrigerant, recognizing the changes in density 

that can occur, leading to the need to consider compressibility, is important. In 

compressible flow scenarios, choking can readily occur and must be considered. 

Choking is a phenomenon whereby increasing upstream pressure does not result in 

increasing downstream vapor velocity. It is important to emphasize that although 

choking results in no further changes in vapor velocity with increasing upstream 

pressure, the mass flow rate of vapor will increase due to the increasing density of 

the upstream vapor with increasing pressure.

We begin by looking at a fundamental relationship that relates pressure drop to 

the kinetic energy of a frictional fluid flowing—the basic Darcy-Weisbach equation 

(White 1998): 
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Eq. 1

The dimensionless group f L/D represents a frictional resistance coefficient sometimes 

referred to as Kfriction. This grouping can be replaced by a total resistance coefficient, 

K, which includes both frictional effects and fitting losses. Crane (1988) applies a 

correction factor to the Darcy-Weisbach equation to accommodate the compressibility 

associated with fluids discharging through a small area to a significantly larger area. 

Rearranging Eq. 1, formulating it in terms of mass flow, and including a correction 

factor for adiabatic compressible flow gives
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ρΔ ⋅$ % = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅& '( )

 Eq. 2

If the leak opening is circular, the area can be simply expressed in terms of the leak 

diameter as
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ρΔ ⋅$ % = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅& '( )

 Eq. 3

For most leak geometries, the total resistance coefficient can be expressed as the sum 

of an entrance and exit loss (the frictional component of the resistance coefficient is 

small). The resistance coefficient for a flush entrance is K=0.5 and for a sharp-edged 

or projecting exit K = 1.0 (Crane 1988) for a total resistance coefficient of 1.5. Crane 

also provides estimates of the net expansion factor for correcting the Darcy-Weisbach 

equation to accommodate the compressibility of the vapor flow as shown in Figure 2.

The net expansion factor, Y, decreases with increasing pressure ratio with the total 

resistance coefficient as a parameter. In this case, the pressure ratio is defined as the 

difference in absolute pressure upstream minus absolute local atmospheric pressure 

divided by the absolute upstream pressure. It is also of interest to note that the net 

expansion factor terminates at a pressure ratio where the flow becomes choked. As 

such, the pressure difference used in Eq. 2 is necessarily limited to that determined 

by the product of the terminal pressure ratio shown in Figure 2 and the upstream 

pressure. In the case of the total resistance factor K=1.5, the maximum pressure 

ratio is 0.550 and the maximum pressure difference would be the pressure ratio 

multiplied by the absolute pressure upstream of the leak site. A relationship for the 

net expansion factor for a total resistance coefficient of 1.5 is given by
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Figures(3(and(4(summarize(the(results(of(applying(these(equations(to(a(range(of(differing(leak(geometries(in(

two(classifications(that(might(be(considered(“small(leaks”(and(“larger(leaks.”(Figure(3(shows(the(resulting(

vapor(leak(rates(for(a(range(of(small(openings,(while(

(

 Eq. 4

Figures 3 and 4 summarize the results of applying these equations to a range of 

differing leak geometries in two classifications that might be considered “small leaks” 

and “larger leaks.” Figure 3 shows the resulting vapor leak rates for a range of small 

openings, while 
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Figure 4 shows the vapor leak rates for larger openings. Knowing the average 

upstream pressure during the incident and matching the characteristics of the leak 

geometry with those shown in the respective figures leads to an estimate of the 

vapor leak flow rate. Multiplying the resulting vapor leak rate by the active incident 
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duration leads to an estimate of the total mass of vapor lost. Because the method 

outlined in EPA (1999) does not include dynamic losses attributable to either 

upstream fittings or flow through the leak site itself, the EPA method predicts higher 

vapor mass flow rates.

Another common vapor release scenario is from actuation of pressure relief valves. 

A characteristic of a relief valve that yields its mass or volume flow rate based on 

its upstream overpressure is called the slope. The mass flow rate of air through a 

pressure relief device is given by
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The(National(Board(provides(slope(data(in(its(NB818(for(all(relief(devices(that(are(National(Board(rated.(It(is(

important(to(note(that(this(mass(flow(rate(is(when(the(valve(is(fully(open(and(assumes(the(flowing(fluid(

through(the(relief(device(is(air(and(the(flow(rate(must(be(converted(to(a(refrigerant(basis(prior(to(use(for(

release(estimation.(

During(a(release(from(an(overpressure(situation(in(a(refrigeration(system,(the(relief(valve(will(likely(cycle(

between(open(and(closed(intermittently.(Because(the(closing(pressure(of(a(relief(valve(is(significantly(less(

than(its(opening(pressure,(the(mass(flow(rate(through(the(valve(will(be(proportionally(lower(as(the(inlet(

pressure(to(the(valve(decreases(prior(to(the(valve(closing.(As(a(first(approximation,(the(mass(flow(rate(

through(a(relief(device(can(be(determined(knowing(the(inlet(pressure(to(the(valve(that(causes(it(to(open((this(

is(the(set(pressure(unless(the(valve(drifts(over(time).(Using(a(mass(flow(rate(based(on(the(set(pressure(is(

conservative(and(could(be(refined(downward(if(the(closing(pressure(of(the(valve(were(known.(Because(

 
Eq. 5

The National Board provides slope data in its NB-18 for all relief devices that are 

National Board rated. It is important to note that this mass flow rate is when the 

valve is fully open and assumes the flowing fluid through the relief device is air 

and the flow rate must be converted to a refrigerant basis prior to use for release 

estimation.

During a release from an overpressure situation in a refrigeration system, the relief 

valve will likely cycle between open and closed intermittently. Because the closing 

pressure of a relief valve is significantly less than its opening pressure, the mass flow 

rate through the valve will be proportionally lower as the inlet pressure to the valve 

decreases prior to the valve closing. As a first approximation, the mass flow rate 

through a relief device can be determined knowing the inlet pressure to the valve 

that causes it to open (this is the set pressure unless the valve drifts over time). 

Using a mass flow rate based on the set pressure is conservative and could be refined 

downward if the closing pressure of the valve were known. Because closing pressures 

are not widely available for relief valves used in industrial refrigeration applications, 

we will not pursue this refinement here.

Once the mass flow rate of the relief valve is determined (either by the 

aforementioned slope on air or by consulting capacity tables provided by the relief 
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device manufacturer), the air-basis mass flow rate must be converted to a refrigerant 

basis. This can be accomplished by the following (ASHRAE 2007):
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( -bcd = -;2X,X;Y:Z ∙
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eVhT

∙ iVhT∙jkfgd
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The(conversion(factor(for(mass(flow(from(an(air(basis(to(an(ammonia(basis(depends(on(the(temperature(and(

pressure(of(the(upstream(ammonia;(however,(the(resulting(conversion(constant(is(somewhat(insensitive.(We(

recommend(using(a(constant(value(of(0.72,(which(yields(the(following(refrigerant(mass(flow:(

( -bcd ≈ 0.72 ∙ -;2X,X;Y:Z ( Eq.(7(

The(total(mass(of(ammonia(lost(in(the(event(of(a(relief(device(lifting(can(then(be(approximated(as(

( mYnY;.,bcd \o1 = 0.72 ∙ -;2X,X;Y:Z ∙ $np:3 ∙ q( Eq.(8(

LiquidQOnly(Leaks(
In(situations(where(the(leak(source(is(liquid(refrigerant(at(a(temperature(below(the(saturation(temperature(

corresponding(to(the(local(atmospheric(pressure,(the(liquid(will(not(flash(but(will(remain(in(its(pure(liquid(

state(as(it(moves(from(a(higher(pressure(within(the(system(to(atmospheric(pressure.(An(appropriate(model(

for(estimating(the(quantity(lost(in(this(incident(scenario(is(the(non8flashing,(or(what(is(sometimes(referred(to(

as(the(“frozen(flow,”(model.(The(governing(equation(in(this(simple(flow(regime,(based(on(the(orifice(

equation,(is(given(by(

( ( (
, , 96.3liquid leak Frozenflow D leak liquid

lb
m C A P

min
ρ" # = ⋅ ⋅ Δ ⋅& '( )

 Eq. 6

The conversion factor for mass flow from an air basis to an ammonia basis depends 

on the temperature and pressure of the upstream ammonia; however, the resulting 

conversion constant is somewhat insensitive. We recommend using a constant value 

of 0.72, which yields the following refrigerant mass flow:
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The total mass of ammonia lost in the event of a relief device lifting can then be 

approximated as
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where the discharge coefficient, CD, is approximately 0.6 and DP represents the 

pressure drop across the leak site (lbf/in.2). Figure 5 shows liquid leak rates based on 

the non-flashing or frozen flow model for small openings, and Figure 6 shows leak 

rates for large openings. Noting that the leak rate is a strong function of the pressure 

difference across the leak site is important. In some incidents, the pressure upstream 

of the leak site will decrease over time; thereby, requiring consideration of a varying 

leak mass flow and time integration of the dynamic leak quantity to arrive at a 

reasonable estimate of the total refrigerant quantity loss.

Two-Phase Flashing Flow Liquid Leaks

In situations where the temperature of liquid upstream of a leak site is above the 

saturation temperature for the prevailing ambient pressure, a portion of the upstream 

liquid will flash to a vapor as it flows to and through the leak opening. With 

ammonia, a substantial increase in specific volume occurs in moving from a liquid 

to a vapor state. This large increase in volume during the expansion decreases the 

effective size of a leak opening.

For liquid ammonia incidents that result in flashing flow, we recommend using the 

Fauske model (Fauske 1985). The Fauske model can accommodate scenarios that 

include the formation of flash gas upstream of a leak site (that might result from 

a rapid depressurization in a long liquid line) and flash gas formed by the liquid 

refrigerant moving through a leak opening. Assuming choked conditions exist for the 

flashing liquid flow, the mass flow rate of liquid through the leak site for equilibrium 

conditions is given by Fauske for short lengths of upstream piping [~ 3 ft (1 m)]. 
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Where hfg is the enthalpy of vaporization at the upstream condition in Btu/lbm, vfg is 

the difference between vapor and liquid specific volume at the upstream condition 

in ft3/lbm, T is the absolute temperature at the upstream condition, cp,l is the constant 

pressure heat capacity of liquid at the upstream condition in Btu/lbm-R, and Aleak is 

the area of the leak opening in ft2.

Figure 7 shows the results of the Fauske model applied to small leak openings 

assuming equilibrium conditions are attained (Eq. 10), and Figure 8 shows results for 

larger leak openings. The effects of flash gas in reducing the mass flow rate through 

the leak site are apparent when the results of the Fauske model under equilibrium 

conditions are compared with the frozen flow model. In the next section, we present 

examples of applying the models presented for estimating the quantities of refrigerant 

lost following an incident.

Examples

In this section, we apply the principles and results presented in the previous section 

to estimate the total quantity of refrigerant lost during an incident. Although the 

equations presented for leak rate estimation are applicable for other refrigerants, 

the mass flow rate plots for different leak site sizes included here are all based on 

anhydrous ammonia. As a result, we will consider ammonia as the working fluid in 

all the examples presented in this section. We present examples of small vapor leaks, 

severed high-pressure liquid piping, pressure relief device actuation, and estimation 

of the mass of ammonia vapor within an enclosed space based on measured 

concentration.

Small Openings

At 6:15 a.m., an employee reports the strong smell of ammonia in the dock area 

of a cold-storage warehouse. A refrigeration mechanic confirms the odor, believes 
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it originates from a ceiling-hung evaporator located in the dock, and decides to 

evacuate the area. A second operator is contacted by two-way radio to check the 

operating status of the suspect evaporator unit using the system’s computer-based 

controls. He confirms that the unit in question is presently in defrost mode and notes 

the current system head pressure is at 160 psig (11.03 bar). Refrigeration personnel 

quickly close the globe isolation valve in the hot gas supply line located on the roof 

immediately above the unit. The unit’s liquid supply and suction globe valves are 

closed manually. The elapsed time from initial notification of the leak to the isolation 

of the unit was 13 minutes.

Following the release mitigation, the operators visually inspect the evaporator and 

discover a pinhole leak in the hot gas supply line to the unit’s drain pan. The pinhole 

leak measured approximately 0.1563 in. (4 mm) in diameter. In looking at Figure 3 

for vapor-only leaks, we find leak rate estimates for openings of 0.125 in. (3.2 mm) 

and 0.1875 in. (4.8 mm) but none for a 0.1563 in. (4 mm) leak. Because the leak rate 

approximately increases linearly with leak area, Figure 9 shows a sketched dashed 

line for the leak rate that would be expected for the 0.1563 in. (4 mm) pinhole leak. 

Assuming a 5 psig (0.34 bar) pressure drop in the hot gas line from the engine room 

to the unit gives an estimate of the pressure immediately upstream of the leak site at 

155 psig (10.55 bar). The intersection of the assumed leak rate line and the 155 psig 

(10.55 bar) source pressure yields a leak rate estimate of 1.6 lbm/min (0.73 kg/min). 

The quantity lost from the dynamic hot gas leak is given by
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Eq. 11

Assuming the hot-gas supply to the pan and the evaporator is piped in series, 

estimating the residual quantity of ammonia vapor in the evaporator unit itself and 

assuming the entire vapor inventory of the evaporator was discharged into the space 

following the remote isolation of the unit may be reasonable. (Note, this scenario 

would require the failing of the pan check.)
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Data listing the internal volume of evaporators are typically available from the 

unit’s manufacturer. In this case, the internal volume of the evaporator is listed as 

3.9 ft3 (0.11 m3). To find the density of the refrigerant vapor, assume the ammonia 

occupying the evaporator is saturated vapor at the relief regulator set pressure [75 

psig (5.2 bar)]. In this case, the density of vapor in the evaporator is 0.3065 lbm/

ft3 (4.91 kg/m3). The product of the unit’s internal volume and the density of the 

ammonia at this pressure provide an estimate of the residual ammonia vapor in the 

unit.
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Eq. 12

The contribution to the dynamic loss from the residual vapor is quite small. If the 

leak occurred early during the defrost period, a significant amount of condensed 

liquid ammonia would be available to leak out of the coil, which would increase the 

loss estimate.

Severed Piping

The forks on a lift truck impacted the 0.75 in. schedule 80 [0.742 in. (18.9 mm) 

inside diameter] oil pot drain line, severing it upstream of the pot’s globe isolation 

valve. The oil pot is connected to an intercooler operating at a pressure of 25 psig 

(1.72 bar). Saturated liquid at 25 psig (1.72 bar) leaks through the short section of 

the severed pipe for a period of 15 minutes prior to mitigation. Estimate the quantity 

lost using both the frozen flow and Fauske models.

The leak rate for frozen flow can be obtained from Figure 6 and the leak rate for the 

Fauske model from Figure 8. At an upstream pressure of 25 psig (1.72 bar), the leak 

rate for frozen flow is 330 lbm/min (150 kg/min) and the leak rate for the Fauske 

model is 100 lbm/min (45.4 kg/min). The total mass lost is the product of the leak 

rate and the leak duration.
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Eq. 14

Because the frozen flow model does not include the effects of flashing flow, it 

predicts more than triple the quantity of refrigerant lost when compared with the 

Fauske model.

Pressure Relief Valves

An area-wide utility power outage caused a complete shutdown at a plant during 

summertime operation. Heat gains from the ambient air caused a pressure relief valve 

on a surge drum located on the roof to actuate. Plant staff noted that the suction 

pressure was at 90 psig (6.2 bar) when the relief valve began to actuate even though 

the set pressure on the relief device was 150 psig (10.3 bar). The leak persisted for 

100 minutes before a partial restoration of power to the plant allowed compressors to 

be restarted to lower the suction pressure. Just prior to compressor restart, operators 

noted the suction pressure had risen to 100 psig (6.9 bar). During the period of time 

the relief valve was lifting, the operators observed that the fraction of time the valve 

was open was 30%. Estimate the total quantity of refrigerant lost due to the relief 

device intermittently lifting.

The first step is to estimate the relief valve’s capacity at the reduced pressure. For 

the purposes of the release quantity estimate, we will use the average inlet pressure 

to the valve during the event [95 psig (6.55 bar)]. The relief valve’s capacity at the 

reduced inlet pressure can be determined by using the slope on air for the relief valve 

in service. The slope for the installed relief valve is 0.1753 lbm of air per minute per 

psia. The revised capacity for the relief valve at the lower inlet pressure is given by
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Eq. 15

Because the relief device capacity is based on air, we need to convert the mass flow 

rate from an air basis to an ammonia basis. Alternatively, we can estimate the total 

quantity of refrigerant lost using Eq. 8, because it includes the conversion from an air 

basis to refrigerant basis.
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Eq. 16

Note that good estimates of the fraction of time open and the total incident duration 

will significantly affect the estimated total quantity of refrigerant lost during the 

incident.

Enclosed Spaces

In some cases, refrigerant leaks occur in enclosed spaces with no ventilation and little 

infiltration of outside air. If an ammonia detection system is in place and calibrated, 

the quantity of refrigerant emitted into the space can be estimated. Typically, 

detection systems report the concentration of ammonia in parts per million (ppm) by 

volume. This reported concentration represents the ratio of the volume of ammonia 

to the total volume of the space.
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Because(the(specific(volume(of(ammonia(is(temperature(dependent,(gathering(the(space(temperature(is(
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Again,(this(result(is(intended(to(provide(an(indication(as(to(outcome(of(a(reportable(quantity(release(into(an(

enclosed(space.(It(should(also(be(noted(that(any(infiltration(of(air(into(this(space(will(result(in(diluting(the(

 Eq. 17
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Because the specific volume of ammonia is temperature dependent, gathering the 

space temperature is important if this approach is used for estimating the total 

quantity present in a space.

For example, determine the concentration of ammonia that would result from 100 lb 

(45 kg) of ammonia vapor being released into an enclosed space measuring 100 ft 

(30.5 m) long by 50 ft (15.2 m) wide by 20 ft tall (6.1 m) at a temperature of 40ºF 

(4ºC). The specific volume of ammonia at this temperature is 21.12 ft3/lbm (1.32 m3/

kg). The resulting concentration can be found by using Eq. 18 as follows:
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Eq. 18

Again, this result is intended to provide an indication as to outcome of a reportable 

quantity release into an enclosed space. It should also be noted that any infiltration 

of air into this space will result in diluting the ammonia concentration. This fact 

should be kept in mind when using ammonia concentration readings to estimate 

quantities of refrigerant lost from a system.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Although the emphasis of safety standards such as PSM is to prevent incidents, they 

will still happen from time to time. In the event of a refrigerant leak from a system, 

the quantity of refrigerant lost must be estimated as accurately as possible. In this 

paper, we review principles of leak estimates for vapor-only, flashing liquid, and 

liquid-only incident scenarios. Results are provided for several leak site geometries in 

both vapor and liquid leak scenarios. Regardless of the method used for leak quantity 

estimation, the operations staff must gather the following information:

• Time incident began;

• Location of refrigerant release;
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• State of the refrigerant upstream of the leak site (vapor, liquid, two-phase);

• Geometry of the leak site (size of opening, shape of opening, physical 

characteristics of the opening);

• Pressure of the refrigerant upstream of leak location;

• Temperature of the refrigerant upstream of the leak location;

• Behavior of the leak: intermittent, steady, decreasing rate, increasing rate, etc.;

• Room concentrations; and

• Leak duration.

Using this information, the total quantity of refrigerant lost from the system following 

an incident can be obtained through either the model equations presented or the 

summary charts.

Nomenclature

Aleak   = area of the leak site, ft2

Cair   =  constant for air (356)

CD   =  discharge coefficient for the leak geometry (approximately 0.6)

CNH3
  =  constant for ammonia, 
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3NHC =(constant(for(ammonia,( ( )( ) ( )1 1520 2 1 k kk k + −
+ (

cpl.=.specific(heat(of(upstream(liquid,(Btu/lbm8R((Eq.(10)(and(ft2/s28R(

åÄn2. (=(heat(capacity(of(the(evaporator(coil,(Btu/lbm8F(

åp2p23,(=(heat(capacity(of(the(low(temperature(recirculated(liquid(suction(piping,(Btu/lbm8F(

d.=.equivalent(diameter(of(opening,(in.(

D(=(inside(diameter(of(pipe,(ft(

f(=(friction(factor,(unitless.

fopen(=(fraction(of(time(relief(device(is(open,(unitless(

g(=(gravitational(constant,(ft8lbm/lbf8s2(

hfg(=(enthalpy(of(vaporization(of(upstream(liquid,(ft2/s2((Btu/lbm8F(for(Eq.(10)((

k(=(ratio(of(specific(heat(at(constant(pressure(to(constant(volume(at(upstream(condition(

Kfriction.=.resistance(coefficient(associated(with(pipe(frictional(effects(

K(=(total(resistance(coefficient((frictional(plus(fitting(losses(associated(with(leak(area)(

L(=(length(of(piping(upstream(of(leak(site(where(upstream(pressure(is(known,(ft(

m (=(mass(flow(rate,(lbm/min(

,air ratedm =(rated(relief(device(capacity(on(an(air(basis,(lbm,air/min(

-.2rs2Z,:rs2.,t;s`<:=(mass(flow(rate(of(flashing(liquid(flow(in(equilibrium(by(Fauske((Eq.(10),(lbm/min(

cpl   =  specific heat of upstream liquid, Btu/lbm-R (Eq. 10) and ft2/s2-R

ccoil  =  heat capacity of the evaporator coil, Btu/lbm-F

cpiping  =  heat capacity of the low temperature recirculated liquid suction piping,  

  Btu/lbm-F

d   =  equivalent diameter of opening, in.

D   =  inside diameter of pipe, ft

f   =  friction factor, unitless
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fopen   =  fraction of time relief device is open, unitless

g   =  gravitational constant, ft-lbm/lbf-s2

hfg   =  enthalpy of vaporization of upstream liquid, ft2/s2 (Btu/lbm-F for Eq. 10)

k   =  ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to constant volume at  

  upstream condition

Kfriction   =  resistance coefficient associated with pipe frictional effects

K   =  total resistance coefficient (frictional plus fitting losses associated with  

  leak area)

L   =  length of piping upstream of leak site where upstream pressure is  

  known, ft

m  =  mass flow rate, lbm/min

mair,rated =  rated relief device capacity on an air basis, lbm,air/min
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  =  mass flow rate of flashing liquid flow in equilibrium by Fauske (Eq. 10),  

  lbm/min

mliquid,leak,Frozenflow  

  =  liquid leak flow rate through leak site for non-flashing or “frozen” flow  

  model, lbm/min

mNH3   
=  ammonia mass flow rate through relief device at rated capacity, lbm/min

MNH3   
=  mass of ammonia, lbm

Mleak   
=  mass of ammonia lost during a dynamic leak, lbm

Mcondensed,liquid 

  =  mass of condensed liquid ammonia, lbm
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Mresidual  = residual mass of ammonia remaining in a section of a system  

  with the potential for being lost during an incident, lbm

MTotal,NH3  
=  mass of ammonia lost during relief valve actuation, lbm

Mvapor,coil,HG = mass of vapor resident in the evaporator coil at the hot gas defrost  

  pressure, lbm

Mvapor,pulldown 

  =  mass of refrigerant vapor produced by the evaporator coil during  

  operation, lbm

MWair   =  molecular weight of air, 28.9

MWNH3  
=  molecular weight of ammonia, 17.0

MassLTRS,piping 

  
=  mass of low temperature recirculated liquid suction piping, lbm

Masscoil  =  total mass of the evaporator coil, lbm

Pset   =  Relief device set pressure, psig

QLTRS  =  heat absorbed by cooling down a section of low temperature  

  recirculated liquid piping, Btu

Qcoil,pulldown =  heat absorbed by cooling down the evaporator coil following defrost,  

  Btu
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êÄn2.=(capacity(of(the(evaporator(coil(based(on(nominal(rating(&(operating(temperature(difference,(Btu/min(

mslope (=(relief(device(flow(characteristic,(lbm(of(air/min(per(psia(

t(=(total(time(of(relief(device(operation,(min(

T(=(absolute(temperature(of(the(upstream(liquid,(R(

Tair(=(absolute(temperature(of(air(at(relief(device(rating(condition,(520(R(

3NHT =(absolute(temperature(of(ammonia(vapor(at(upstream(condition,(R(

vfg(=(change(in(specific(volume(from(vapor(to(liquid,(ft3/lbm(

vNH3(=(specific(volume(of(ammonia(vapor,(ft3/lbm..

V(=(fluid(velocity,(ft/s.

Vcoil(=(internal(volume(of(an(evaporator(coil((or(other(piece(of(equipment),(ft3.

VNH3(=(volume(of(ammonia(vapor(in(an(enclosed(space,(ft3..

.Vtotal(=(total(volume(of(enclosed(space,(ft3.

Vcoil(=(volume(of(evaporator(coil,(ft3.

Y(=(net(expansion(factor,(unitless(

Symbols)
PΔ =(difference(in(absolute(pressure(upstream(and(downstream(of(the(leak((equivalent(to(the(gauge(

pressure(upstream(of(leak)(with(consideration(of(the(choking(flow(condition,(psi(

ρ(=(density(of(ammonia(upstream(of(leak,(lbm/ft3(

  =  capacity of the evaporator coil based on nominal rating & operating  

  temperature difference, Btu/min

slopem  =  relief device flow characteristic, lbm of air/min per psia

t   =  total time of relief device operation, min

T   =  absolute temperature of the upstream liquid, R
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Tair   =  absolute temperature of air at relief device rating condition, 520 R

TNH3   
=  absolute temperature of ammonia vapor at upstream condition, R

vfg   =  change in specific volume from vapor to liquid, ft3/lbm

vNH3
   =  specific volume of ammonia vapor, ft3/lbm

V   =  fluid velocity, ft/s

Vcoil   =  internal volume of an evaporator coil (or other piece of equipment), ft3

VNH3
   =  volume of ammonia vapor in an enclosed space, ft3

Vtotal   =  total volume of enclosed space, ft3

Vcoil   =  volume of evaporator coil, ft3

Y   =  net expansion factor, unitless

Symbols

DP  =  difference in absolute pressure upstream and downstream of the leak  

   (equivalent to the gauge pressure upstream of leak) with consideration  

   of the choking flow condition, psi

r   =  density of ammonia upstream of leak, lbm/ft3

rHG  =  density of hot gas, lbm/ft3

rliquid   =  density of liquid upstream, lbm/ft3
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of anhydrous ammonia vapor-specific volume.
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(

Figure(2.(Net(expansion(factors(for(anhydrous(ammonia(over(a(range(of(total(resistance(coefficients((adapted(
from(Crane(1988).(
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Figure 2. Net expansion factors for anhydrous ammonia over a range of total resistance coefficients 
(adapted from Crane 1988).
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Figure(3.(Small8opening(anhydrous(ammonia(vapor(leak(rates((leak(areas(for(the(small(and(large(globe(valve(

are(0.0005(in.2(and(0.002(in.2,(respectively,(while(the(equivalent(leak(diameter(for(the(0.25(in.(and(0.375(in.(

gauge(valves(are(0.125(in.(and(0.1875(in.,(respectively.(The(flange(gasket(leak(is(assumed(to(have(an(area(of(

0.0156(in.2).(

Figure 3. Small-opening anhydrous ammonia vapor leak rates (leak areas for the small and large 
globe valve are 0.0005 in.2 and 0.002 in.2, respectively, while the equivalent leak diameter for the 
0.25 in. and 0.375 in. gauge valves are 0.125 in. and 0.1875 in., respectively. The flange gasket leak 
is assumed to have an area of 0.0156 in.2).
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Figure(4.(Large8opening(anhydrous(ammonia(vapor(leak(rates.(
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Figure 4. Large-opening anhydrous ammonia vapor leak rates.
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Figure(5.(Small8opening(anhydrous(ammonia(liquid(leak(rates((frozen(flow)((leak(area(for(the(pump(assumed(

to(be(0.0078(in.2(and(leak(diameters(for(the(0.25(in.(and(0.375(in.(gauge(valves(are(0.125(in.(and(0.375(in.,(

respectively).(

(

(

Figure 5. Small-opening anhydrous ammonia liquid leak rates (frozen flow) (leak area for the pump 
assumed to be 0.0078 in.2 and leak diameters for the 0.25 in. and 0.375 in. gauge valves are 0.125 in. 
and 0.375 in., respectively).
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Figure(6.(Large8opening(anhydrous(ammonia(liquid(leak(rates((frozen(flow).(
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Figure 6. Large-opening anhydrous ammonia liquid leak rates (frozen flow).
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Figure(7.(Small8opening(anhydrous(ammonia(liquid(leak(rates((Fauske(model–equilibrium).(

(

Figure 7. Small-opening anhydrous ammonia liquid leak rates (Fauske model–equilibrium).
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Figure(8.(Large8opening(anhydrous(ammonia(liquid(leak(rates((Fauske(model–equilibrium).(
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Figure 8. Large-opening anhydrous ammonia liquid leak rates (Fauske model–equilibrium).
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Figure(9.(Small8opening(anhydrous(ammonia(vapor(leak(rates,(modified(Figure(3.(
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Figure 9. Small-opening anhydrous ammonia vapor leak rates, modified Figure 3.

1 IDLH is the concentration that is immediately dangerous to life and health. For ammonia, the IDLH = 300 ppm.
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